Waller Coronavirus Articles for April 23, 2021

Bankruptcy & Restructuring

[2020-05-22] Economic downturn and COVID-19 leaves some hospitals fiscally vulnerable
[2020-05-05] Businesses in many industries could face bankruptcies amid pandemic
[2020-04-07] CARES Act encourages lenders to have flexible terms with mortgage holders
[2020-03-31] Delayed effective date for revised control framework under BHC Act
[2020-03-30] Banking regulatory agencies offer flexibility with new CECL accounting standard
[2020-03-23] Bank Interagency group offers guidance on working with borrowers affected by COVID-19

Corporate

[2020-09-23] You've got the PPP funds - now what?
[2020-05-22] SEC reportedly investigating public company recipients of PPP funds
[2020-05-21] Protect your employers, your customers - and your brand
[2020-05-06] An alternative to CARES Act relief? SEC issues temporary crowdfunding rules amendment
[2020-04-22] SEC confirms COVID-19 relief extends to Part III of Form 10-K
[2020-04-13] NYSE and Nasdaq provide temporary listing compliance and private offering relief
[2020-04-08] COVID-19 and the CARES Act: Action items for qualified retirement plan sponsors
[2020-04-03] CARES ACT: SBA offers $350 billion boost to small businesses
[2020-04-02] Think you can rely on pre-coronavirus corporate governance practices? Think again.
[2020-03-26] SEC extends coronavirus (COVID-19) relief for issuers
[2020-03-25] COVID-19: What you need to know now regarding your SEC disclosure obligations
[2020-03-25] One-stop shopping: Everything you need to know now regarding your SEC disclosures
[2020-03-23] COVID-19: Take your business from a reactive to proactive stance
[2020-03-23] Business interruption insurance coverage in times of the coronavirus
[2020-03-17] Public companies may consider virtual annual meetings in light of coronavirus
[2020-03-06] Coronavirus (COVID-19): SEC issues dilatory relief for issuers affected by the coronavirus
Financial Services

- Consumer Financial Protection Bureau rescinds COVID-related relief
- SBA issues guidance to PPP lenders for change of ownership transactions
- Determining fair market value in healthcare transactions
- New law provides significant reforms, flexibility for PPP borrowers
- Interest rates for estate planning at all-time lows
- Businesses in many industries could face bankruptcies amid pandemic
- SEC provides temporary relief from form ID notarization requirements, extends crowdfunding filing deadlines
- COVID-19 and the CARES Act: Action items for qualified retirement plan sponsors
- CARES Act encourages lenders to have flexible terms with mortgage holders
- Regulators approve greater flexibility with CBLR requirements
- CARES ACT: SBA offers $350 billion boost to small businesses
- Think you can rely on pre-coronavirus corporate governance practices? Think again.
- Nonprofits can take advantage of relief offered through CARES Act
- I have more than 500 employees - does the CARES Act help me?
- Delayed effective date for revised control framework under BHC Act
- Banking regulatory agencies offer flexibility with new CECL accounting standard
- SEC extends coronavirus (COVID-19) relief for issuers
- What small businesses and lenders need to know about the final details of the SBA 7(a) loan program expansion
- Observations on FinTech and COVID-19
- One-stop shopping: Everything you need to know now regarding your SEC disclosures
- Federal government poised for massive expansion of 7(a) loan program
- Bank Interagency group offers guidance on working with borrowers affected by COVID-19
- Business interruption insurance coverage in times of the coronavirus
- Coronavirus (COVID-19): SEC issues dilatory relief for issuers affected by the coronavirus

Government Relations

- Tennessee enacts COVID-19 Recovery Act
- New law provides significant reforms, flexibility for PPP borrowers
- Proposed legislation would protect businesses from COVID-19 claims
- Businesses in many industries could face bankruptcies amid pandemic
- Remaining Tennessee counties issue reopening plans
Nashville’s roadmap for reopening

Tennessee Governor Bill Lee issues safer-at-home executive orders

Stay-at-home orders: What companies should know about justifying their exempt status

States, cities and counties locking down

---

Healthcare

As practices wait for vaccines to appear, experts advise close patient check-ins

Trick or treat: Beware who comes knocking at your network door

Continuing resolution delays repayment of accelerated/advanced payments by healthcare providers and suppliers

Determining fair market value in healthcare transactions

Physician Practice M&A: a pandemic-inspired 6-step checklist for sellers

Executive Order expands telehealth benefits beyond COVID-19

The looming deadline: Healthcare providers’ repayment of Accelerated and Advance Payment Program loans

Could telehealth expansion be an area of healthcare reform with bipartisan support?

Medicare may permanently allow some home health visits to occur via telehealth, but it could cost you

Tennessee healthcare providers given limited liability protection amid COVID-19 pandemic

Baird shares insights on dental practice M&A and due diligence

Baird shares insights on Physician Practice Management M&A and due diligence in 2020

5 ways healthcare REIT sector will change because of COVID-19

HHS portal opens for dentists to request COVID-19 provider relief funds

Economic downturn and COVID-19 leaves some hospitals fiscally vulnerable

Skilled nursing facilities gain access to nearly $5B in emergency stimulus funds

The future of healthcare services M&A amid the COVID-19 pandemic

HHS defines formula for providers to determine their “fair share” of $50 billion Provider Relief Fund (finally)

Businesses in many industries could face bankruptcies amid pandemic

How dental practices are dealing with COVID-19 fallout

$20 billion in additional funds released to providers as part of CARES Act

"Managing FTEs: Perspectives from communications and law," Jesse Neil in High Stakes podcast

COVID-19 and an economic downturn hit not-for-profit hospitals

HHS-OIG adjusts enforcement priorities during the COVID-19 pandemic, giving some comfort to providers focused on caring for their communities
Coronavirus (COVID-19): Healthcare Employers FAQ

Changes in reimbursement, healthcare delivery options support diagnosis and treatment of coronavirus (COVID-19)

"State health department criticized over not releasing county location of coronavirus patients," Kevin Page quoted by News4

Coronavirus (COVID-19): Coworking with COVID-19

Hospitality

Determining fair market value in healthcare transactions

All roads lead to somewhere new: Taxpayers get one free shot at changing qualified improvement property depreciation method

Nashville’s roadmap for reopening

Intellectual Property

Protect your employers, your customers - and your brand

USPTO further extends certain deadlines in response to COVID-19

USPTO Responds to COVID-19 by extending certain patent and trademark deadlines

How to keep "zoom bombers" from ruining your next meeting

Labor & Employment

First state enacts permanent COVID-19 occupational health and safety requirements

Eight things employers need to know about COVID-19 vaccines and federal anti-discrimination laws

How Tennessee COVID-19 liability legislation protects companies, workers, economy

Department of Labor issues updated and revised regulations for the Families First Act

Virginia becomes first state to enact COVID-19 occupational safety requirements

OSHA issues new guidance ramping up enforcement related to COVID-19

FAQ: Employers should plan for reopening

Keeping employees safe at work: An employer's guide

Nashville’s roadmap for reopening

Immigration Alert: How the Executive Order suspending immigration impacts sponsored workers

Key issues to address before reopening after coronavirus (COVID-19) closure

COVID-19 and the CARES Act: Key Impacts on Benefit Plan Sponsors

A crash course in what's new in the U.S. Department of Labor's temporary FFCRA regulations
Only one hour to read and determine responsibilities under the FFCRA? A practical primer of what employers need to know now

How to document leave requests and tax credits under the FFRCA

Congress responds: A closer look at the Families First and CARES Acts

Department of Labor issues extensive guidance on the Families First Coronavirus Response Act (FAQ)

How to keep "zoom bombers" from ruining your next meeting

Will COVID-19 change the way courts enforce - or not - non-compete agreements?

Stay-at-home orders: What companies should know about justifying their exempt status

CARES Act includes $250 billion to expand unemployment benefits

COVID-19: Take your business from a reactive to proactive stance

Companies can tap into payroll tax credits for providing coronavirus-related leave to employees

Considering layoffs? Congress' CARES Act could offer small business a lifeline

States, cities and counties locking down

Metro Nashville issues safer-at-home order; asks non-essential businesses to close

Digging deeper into the Families First Act: FAQ for employers

Families First Act - FAQ for employers considering layoffs and furloughs

What employers need to know about the Families First Act

What the Families First Act means for you

California suspends WARN Act in wake of coronavirus

EEOC issues ADA guidance on coronavirus

Coronavirus (COVID-19): Occupational Safety and Health Administration FAQ

Coronavirus (COVID-19): Healthcare Employers FAQ

An employee has tested positive for COVID-19: Now what?

Wage and hour and payroll practices in the age of COVID-19

Planning for furloughs or layoffs in response to the COVID-19 pandemic

“What employment lawyers are telling their clients about the coronavirus,” Bob Boston mentioned in Nashville Business Journal

Coronavirus (COVID-19): Coworking with COVID-19

Litigation & Dispute Resolution

“Tips For Prisoner Release Requests During Pandemic,” Bill Athanas, JD Thomas and Charles Prueter

Business interruption insurance and COVID-19

Will COVID-19 change the way courts enforce - or not - non-compete agreements?

How you can prepare your company for COVID-19 litigation
Private Clients

[2020-05-15] Interest rates for estate planning at all-time lows

Real Estate

[2020-08-12] Office of the future: COVID-19 is changing how and where we work
[2020-05-12] Landlords, developers, tenants: Evaluate "Force Majeure," other contract concerns
[2020-05-01] All roads lead to somewhere new: Taxpayers get one free shot at changing qualified improvement property depreciation method
[2020-04-27] Commercial real estate feels the impact of pandemic
[2020-04-01] A commercial tenant's checklist for financial recovery during the COVID-19 crisis
[2020-03-27] Navigating real estate leases in the coronavirus epidemic
[2020-03-27] Business, interrupted: when civil authorities declare a COVID-19 state of emergency
[2020-03-19] "Delays loom at construction sites. For now, contractors are taking their temperatures," Chris Dunn quoted in Nashville Business Journal

Retail

[2020-05-05] Businesses in many industries could face bankruptcies amid pandemic
[2020-05-01] All roads lead to somewhere new: Taxpayers get one free shot at changing qualified improvement property depreciation method

Tax

[2020-09-23] You've got the PPP funds - now what?
[2020-05-15] Interest rates for estate planning at all-time lows
[2020-05-06] IRS provides REIT relief by lowering the bar for stock-cash dividends
[2020-05-01] All roads lead to somewhere new: Taxpayers get one free shot at changing qualified improvement property depreciation method
[2020-04-16] IRS lets taxpayers change horses mid-pandemic (Section 163(j) and QIP)
[2020-04-14] Cash Crunch: COVID-19 may prompt REITs to explore non-cash distributions
[2020-04-09] IRS provides partnerships a big break to amend 2018 and 2019 tax returns for CARES Act changes and corrections
[2020-04-08] COVID-19 and the CARES Act: Action items for qualified retirement plan sponsors
[2020-04-07] The IRS quiets skepticism of government paying COVID-19-related paid leave, but limits qualified family leave
How to keep "zoom bombers" from ruining your next meeting